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The Gag protein of HIV multimerizes to form viral particles. The GagPol

protein encoding virus-specific enzymes, such as protease, reverse transcrip-

tase, and integrase, is incorporated into HIV particles via interactions with

Gag. The catalytically active forms of these enzymes are dimeric or tetra-

meric. We employed F€orster resonance energy transfer (FRET) assays to

evaluate Gag–Gag, Gag–GagPol, and GagPol–GagPol interactions and

investigated Gag and Pol interdomains tolerant to fluorescent protein inser-

tion for FRET assays. Our data indicated that the matrix (MA)–capsid
(CA) domain junction in the Gag region and the Gag C terminus were

equally available for Gag–Gag and Gag–GagPol interaction assays. For

GagPol dimerization assays, insertion at the MA–CA domain junction was

most favorable.

The Gag protein of HIV-1 is viral capsid (CA) precur-

sor protein containing the N-terminal matrix (MA),

the central CA, the nucleocapsid (NC), and the C-

terminal p6 domains and drives viral particle assembly.

The GagPol protein is synthesized by ribosomal

frameshifting, a mechanism by which ribosomes slip

backward in the gag gene and shift to the pol reading

frame, resulting in MA, CA, and NC in the Gag

region and the transframe domain p6*, protease (PR),

reverse transcriptase (RT), and integrase (IN) in the

Pol region.

Retroviral Gag has key roles in particle assembly. In

many cell types, the expression of HIV-1 Gag alone

produces a Gag virus-like particle, similar to immature

HIV-1 [1]. In contrast, the GagPol protein is incapable

of binding to the membrane [2] and is only

incorporated into an HIV-1 virion by interactions, ter-

med ‘coassembly’ with Gag [3]. As GagPol is a precur-

sor protein that is processed to produce the virus-

specific enzymes, PR, RT, and IN, the incorporation

of GagPol into HIV-1 particles is absolutely required

for the virion infectivity.

Previous mutation studies have identified three dis-

crete Gag regions responsible for particle assembly:

MA, the CA C-terminal domain (CTD) to NC, and

p6. MA is a membrane-binding domain and itself

forms an MA trimer [4]. The CA CTD to NC is a

main assembly domain that promotes Gag multimer-

ization. Structural studies have revealed that CA helix

9, located on the CA CTD, forms the CA dimer inter-

face by parallel packing [5] and two amino acid substi-

tutions on helix 9 (W184A and M185A) disrupt
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particle assembly [6]. Structural studies have also

revealed that CA forms a hexamer ring through the

CA N-terminal domain (NTD) and that the CA CTD

stabilizes the CA assembly [7–9]. NC is an HIV RNA-

binding domain and promotes Gag multimerization by

serving as the RNA scaffold [10,11]. In fact, the

RNA–NC interaction promotes a low level of Gag

oligomerization by the CA CTD [11]. p6 is termed the

late domain and facilitates particle budding. All of

these Gag regions individually contribute to virion

assembly, but the CA CTD to NC is absolutely

required for Gag assembly.

Gag–GagPol interactions have similarly been investi-

gated by mutation studies in which mutant GagPol

was incorporated into virus particles by coassembly

with Gag. These studies have indicated that the CA

major homology region (MHR) and the adjacent C-

terminal CA region in the CA CTD [12–14] within

GagPol are responsible for coassembly with Gag. It is

plausible that Gag and GagPol interact through CA

helix 9, similar to Gag–Gag interactions, but this has

not yet been proven.

The PR, RT, and IN are synthesized as a portion of

the GagPol precursor. The PR embedded in the Pol

region is activated upon GagPol dimerization and is

autocatalytically cleaved to become a fully active PR

dimer [15]. As dimerization of PR is essential for PR

activity, dimerization of the GagPol precursor is likely

to be a prerequisite for this process. However, not only

PR but also RT and IN form dimers and tetramers,

respectively [16–18], suggesting that several indepen-

dent dimerization interactions participate in the dimer-

ization of the GagPol precursor. It is also possible that

the Gag region in GagPol drives GagPol–GagPol

interactions. Thus, the region responsible for the

dimerization of GagPol precursors is unclear.

F€orster fluorescence resonance energy transfer

(FRET) assays are used in molecular virology. In HIV

studies, Gag–Gag interactions [19–21], PR dimeriza-

tion [22,23], and RT heterodimerization [24] have been

reported with various donor–acceptor FRET pairs. As

energy transfer in FRET assays occurs when the donor

and acceptor fluorescent proteins are very close and

nearly attached to each other (< 5 nm), the assays are

reliable for the detection of direct protein–protein
interactions. We have previously established FRET

assays with Gag/Pol-enhanced green fluorescent pro-

tein (EGFP) and Gag/Pol-mStrawberry (mSB), in

which EGFP and mSB were placed at the PR–RT

junction containing inactive PR. These constructs

express GagPol with EGFP or mSB and authentic

Gag and are available for the detection of GagPol

dimerization [25,26]. In the present study, to measure

not only homotypic (Gag–Gag and GagPol–GagPol)

but also heterotypic (Gag–GagPol) interactions, we

placed fluorescent proteins at various domain junctions

within Gag and Pol and assessed the availability of the

Gag- and GagPol-fluorescent constructs for Gag–Gag,

Gag–GagPol, and GagPol–GagPol interactions in

FRET assays.

Materials and methods

DNA construction and transfection

All derivatives used in this study were from the HIV-1

molecular clone pNL4-3 and contained inactive PR (D25N

mutation). The derivative expressing Gag with a FLAG

peptide at the C terminus without GagPol and that express-

ing GagPol with a HA peptide at the C terminus in which

the gag and pol genes were placed in-frame by deleting the

frameshifting signal (frameshift mutation) were described

previously [2].

For FRET imaging, the pNL4-3 derivatives expressing

Gag(p6/F) (F shows EGFP or mSB) have been described

previously [25,26]. The cDNAs encoding EGFP and mSB

were inserted in-frame at the MA–CA and p2–NC junctions

in the pNL4-3 derivative containing stop codons in the pol

frame, leading to the expression of Gag(MA/F/CA) and Gag

(p2/F/NC), without the pol gene products. For the expres-

sion of the GagPol precursor, cDNAs encoding EGFP and

mSB were inserted in-frame at the MA–CA, p2–NC, p6*–
PR, and PR–RT junctions in the pNL4-3 derivative contain-

ing the frameshift mutation and the D25N mutation in PR.

The sequences corresponding to I153-Q219 in the CA CTD

and 5N-R52 in NC were deleted from the pNL4-3 derivatives

expressing GagPol(MA/F/CA) (DCA CTD and DNC,

respectively). For the disruption of CA dimerization, the

mutations W184A and M185A [6] were introduced into the

CA CTD. The stem loops 1 and 3 (SL1 and SL3) present in

the 50-untranslated region, corresponding to the dimerization

and packaging signals for the HIV genome [10,27], were

deleted (DSL1,3).
HeLa cells were transfected with the pNL4-3 derivatives

at a donor-to-acceptor ratio of 1 : 1 and were subjected to

FRET analysis. In some experiments, HeLa cells and HIV-

1 particles in the culture supernatants were subjected to

western blotting with an anti-HIV-1 p24CA monoclonal

antibody.

FRET analysis

Confocal images were acquired in three combinations (TCS-

SP5; Leica, Wetzlar, Germany): excitation/emission wave-

lengths of 488/500–560 nm (donor EGFP channel), 561/570–
630 nm (acceptor mSB channel), and 488/570–630 nm (FRET

channel). Thirty EGFP/mSB-double-positive cells from at
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least three independent experiments were subjected to FRET

analyses. Three EGFP/mSB-double-positive regions per cell

were randomly selected, and their FRET values were mea-

sured using FRET SE Wizard (Leica). The FRET efficiency

was calculated according to the following previously described

formula: EA = (B � Ab � C (c � ab))/(C (1 � bd)) [28]. A,
B, and C are the fluorescence intensities of the donor, FRET,

and acceptor channels, respectively. The parameters a, b, c,
and d are the calibration factors generated by donor-only

and acceptor-only references and corrected for acceptor

cross-excitation cross talk, donor cross talk, acceptor cross-

excitation, and FRET cross talk, respectively. Intergroup

comparisons were performed using unpaired t-tests (para-

metric group analysis).

Results

FRET of Gag containing the fluorescent protein

at the MA–CA and p2–NC junctions and the

C terminus

Several FRET studies have used Gag constructs fused

to CFP and YFP at the C termini and showed that

the majority of Gag–Gag interactions occurred at the

plasma membrane [19,21]. We observed similar results

using Gag constructs fused to EGFP/mSB at the C

termini [26]. The Gag domain junctions (e.g., MA–
CA) are also available for the insertion of fluorescent

proteins [20,29]. To compare the availability of these

Gag constructs for FRET assays, we introduced

EGFP and mSB to the MA–CA and p2–NC junctions

(Fig. 1A). For comparison, pNL4-3 derivatives

expressing Gag fused to EGFP and mSB at the C ter-

minus were used. Thus, we inserted EGFP and mSB at

the same domain junctions in Gag, because Gag–Gag

interactions occur by the homo-oligomerization of

each Gag domain and FRET requires the close prox-

imity of donor and acceptor fluorescent proteins.

When Gag(MA/EGFP/CA) and Gag(MA/mSB/CA)

were coexpressed, the FRET signals were mainly

detected at the plasma membrane (EA = 0.58). An

equivalent FRET efficiency was obtained using Gag

(p6/EGFP) and Gag(p6/mSB) (EA = 0.58). In contrast,

when the fluorescent proteins were inserted into the

p2–NC junction, the FRET efficiency was substantially

lower (EA = 0.06). Western blotting with virus particle

fractions indicated that Gag(MA/F/CA) and Gag(p6/

F), but not Gag(p2/F/NC), produced virus particles

(Fig. 1B). These results were consistent with those of

previous studies [19–21,30–32].
Previous studies have shown that the mutations

W184A and M185A in the CA CTD dimer interface

severely impair particle assembly [6]. A FRET analysis

with a Gag(p6/CFP) and Gag(p6/YFP) pair has

revealed that these mutations abolish the Gag–Gag

interaction [21]. We examined these mutations with

our Gag(MA/F/CA) construct (Fig. 2). When the

mutations were introduced into both donor and accep-

tor Gag molecules, the FRET efficiency was reduced

(EA = 0.21). A similar level of reduction was observed

when the mutations were present in the donor Gag

alone (EA = 0.19), but not in the acceptor Gag alone

(EA = 0.48). These results indicated that the insertion

at the MA–CA junction was available for FRET anal-

yses for Gag–Gag interactions, confirming a previous

FRET study [20].

FRET analysis of Gag–GagPol interactions

We inserted EGFP into the domain junctions in Gag

constructs (MA–CA and p2–NC junctions and C termi-

nus) and mSB into the same Gag domain junctions

within GagPol constructs (MA–CA, p2–NC, and p6*–
PR junctions) containing the frameshift mutation and

inactive PR (Fig. 3A). FRET requires equivalent levels

of donor/acceptor expression, because a donor molecule

transfers energy to an acceptor molecule in a one-to-one

relationship. As we have previously shown that a 1 : 1

ratio of Gag to GagPol produced virus particles when

the PR was inactive [25], the Gag- and GagPol-fluores-

cent constructs were transfected to cells at a ratio of

1 : 1. The FRET efficiency for a combination of Gag

(MA/EGFP/CA) plus GagPol(MA/mSB/CA) was

~ 0.37. The efficiency for Gag(p6/EGFP) plus GagPol

(p6*/mSB/PR) was nearly equivalent (EA = 0.36). In

contrast, the coexpression of Gag(p2/EGFP/NC) and

GagPol(p2/mSB/NC) showed a considerably lower

FRET efficiency (EA = 0.17), although it was still signifi-

cantly different from that of the negative control. These

results suggested that the MA–CA junction and the p6/

p6* C termini were available for FRET analyses of Gag–
GagPol interactions, similar to Gag–Gag interactions.

Consistent with these results, western blotting indicated

that GagPol(MA/mSB/CA) and GagPol(p6*/mSB/PR)

were incorporated into virus particles (Fig. 3B).

Previous studies have suggested that the CA CTD,

especially the region spanning the MHR and the adja-

cent CA C-terminal sequences within the GagPol con-

text, is responsible for the incorporation of GagPol

into virus particles [12,13]. To confirm this, we made

GagPol(MA/mSB/CA) constructs with the dimer inter-

face mutations W184A and M185A, or the deletion of

the CA CTD or NC, and examined coexpression with

Gag(MA/EGFP/CA) (Fig. 4A). Their FRET efficien-

cies were reduced to varying degrees, that is, EA = 0.21

for GagPol(MA/mSB/CA W184A,M185A), 0.06 for
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GagPol(MA/mSB/DCA CTD), and 0.11 for GagPol

(MA/mSB/CA,DNC). These data indicated that dele-

tion of the CA CTD had the most deleterious effect

on Gag–GagPol interactions in our FRET system. We

investigated the incorporation of these GagPol

mutants in HIV particles (Fig. 4B). Western blotting

indicated that the deletion of the CA CTD severely

impaired the incorporation of GagPol(MA/mSB/CA)

into particles but, in contrast, the deletion of NC and

the mutations W184A and M185A showed almost no

effects or slightly negative effects on the incorporation

of GagPol(MA/mSB/CA).

Fig. 1. FRET assays for Gag–Gag interactions with Gag interdomain constructs and virus particle production. HeLa cells were cotransfected

with a Gag(MA/F/CA), Gag(p2/F/NC), or Gag(p6/F) molecular clone pair. Combinations of Gag(MA/EGFP/CA), Gag(p2/EGFP/NC), or Gag(p6/

EGFP) molecular clone and a plasmid expressing soluble mSB were used as negative controls. (A) FRET efficiencies of Gag interdomain

constructs. The mean FRET efficiencies with standard deviations are shown. Their FRET efficiencies were statistically greater than those of

the corresponding negative controls (P < 0.01). *Statistically significant (P < 0.01) compared with the Gag(MA/F/CA) pair. Representative

FRET images are shown. FRET efficiencies are color-coded with a color scale bar over a range of 0–1. (B) Virus particle production. The

particle fractions purified from the culture supernatants of cells expressing the Gag interdomain constructs were analyzed by western

blotting using a monoclonal antibody specific for HIV-1 p24CA.
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Nucleocapsid contributes to Gag assembly by accu-

mulating individual Gag molecules on HIV genomic

RNA [11]. To investigate if Gag–GagPol interactions

involve RNA binding, the RNA dimerization initiation

and packaging signals SL1 and 3 were deleted from

both Gag(MA/EGFP/CA) and GagPol(MA/mSB/CA)

constructs. The FRET efficiency of the DSL1,3 con-

structs was comparable to that produced by the wild-

type constructs Gag(MA/EGFP/CA) plus GagPol

(MA/mSB/CA) (EA = 0.32 versus 0.37; Fig. 4A). Wes-

tern blotting showed that the coexpression of Gag

(MA/EGFP/CA)DSL1,3 and GagPol(MA/mSB/CA)

DSL1,3 produced nearly equivalent levels of virus par-

ticles as compared with the coexpression of Gag(MA/

EGFP/CA) plus GagPol(MA/mSB/CA) (Fig. 4B).

These data suggested that HIV genomic RNA had lit-

tle or no impact on Gag–GagPol interactions and the

subsequent incorporation of GagPol into virus parti-

cles. A role for nonspecific interactions of RNA with

NC cannot be ruled out.

FRET analysis of GagPol homodimerization

The Gag region is capable of multimerization and the

Pol region also exhibits dimerization activity in

the context of GagPol. It is widely accepted that the

homodimerization of GagPol is required for the

autocleavage of GagPol precursors. Fluorescent

proteins were inserted at the MA–CA, p6*–PR, and

PR–RT junctions in the pNL4-3 construct with the

frameshift mutation and inactive PR (Fig. 5). These

EGFP- and mSB-expressing GagPol pairs were coex-

pressed with authentic Gag, as GagPol dimerization

occurs only after plasma membrane targeting with

Gag [25,26]. The FRET efficiency by GagPol(MA/F/

CA) was ~ 0.26. The FRET efficiency by GagPol(p6*/
F/PR) was 0.19, whereas that by GagPol(PR/F/RT)

was 0.11. These efficiencies were considerably low but

were still significant in comparison with corresponding

negative controls (EA = 0, 0, and 0.004, respectively).

Discussion

Gag and Pol interdomains tolerant to fluorescent

protein insertion for FRET assays

Recent cryoelectron microscopy and tomography stud-

ies have revealed the radial density profiles of imma-

ture HIV particles with three peaks of high density

corresponding to the membrane-MA, CA, and NC–
RNA layers, with spacing of 4 and 3 nm [33–36].
These data suggest that the MA–CA and CA–NC

interdomain regions are not densely packed. In fact,

the pNL4-3 derivative containing fluorescent proteins

Fig. 2. FRET assays with Gag(MA/F/CA) constructs containing CA dimer interface mutations. HeLa cells were cotransfected with a Gag

(MA/F/CA) molecular clone pair containing CA mutations (W184A and M185A) in either donor or acceptor construct, or both. The FRET

efficiencies were statistically greater than that of the negative control (Gag(MA/EGFP/CA) plus soluble mSB; P < 0.01). *Statistically

significant (P < 0.01) compared with Gag(MA/F/CA). WM > AA, W184A and M185A. Representative FRET images are shown.
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at the MA–CA junction was replication-competent

and analyzed by FRET assays [20,29]. However, the

availability of the Gag terminal and internal fluores-

cent constructs for FRET assays has not been evalu-

ated in parallel.

We placed EGFP and mSB at the MA–CA junction

and performed FRET assays. In Gag–Gag interaction

assays, the FRET efficiency of Gag(MA/F/CA) was

0.58 (Fig. 1). When the CA dimer interface was dis-

rupted by the mutations W184A and M185A, the

FRET efficiency of the mutant Gag(MA/F/CA) was

reduced, consistent with a previous study with Gag

(p6/CFP and YFP) [21]. The authors suggested the

formation of a half-interface with a comparable FRET

efficiency when the mutations were present only in the

acceptor Gag, but did not test the reverse

Fig. 3. FRET assays for Gag–GagPol interactions with Gag interdomain constructs and virus particle production. (A) FRET efficiencies of

Gag–GagPol with Gag interdomain fluorescent protein. HeLa cells were cotransfected with Gag(MA/EGFP/CA) plus GagPol(MA/mSB/CA),

Gag(p2/EGFP/NC) plus GagPol(p2/mSB/NC), or Gag(p6/EGFP) plus GagPol(p6*/mSB/PR) molecular clone pair (a donor-to-acceptor DNA ratio

of 1 : 1). Combinations of Gag(MA/EGFP/CA), Gag(p2/EGFP/NC), or Gag(p6/EGFP) molecular clone and a plasmid expressing soluble mSB

were used as negative controls. The FRET efficiencies of the donor Gag–acceptor GagPol pairs were statistically greater than those of the

corresponding negative controls (P < 0.01). *Statistically significant (P < 0.01) compared with the Gag(MA/EGFP/CA)–GagPol(MA/mSB/CA)

pair. Representative FRET images are shown. (B) Virus particle production. HeLa cells were cotransfected with the Gag-expressing and the

GagPol-expressing molecular clones at a DNA ratio of 10 : 1. The particle fractions purified from the cell culture supernatants were analyzed

by western blotting using a monoclonal antibody specific for HIV-1 p24CA.
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combination. We found a reduction only when the

mutations were present in the donor Gag, but no

reduction when they were present only in the acceptor

Gag (Fig. 2). It is possible that the relative orientation

of donor and acceptor dipole moments was not paral-

lel, due to subtle structural alterations in the donor,

especially when the mutations were involved. Using

GagPol(MA/F/CA), we also investigated Gag–GagPol

and GagPol–GagPol interactions and found that their

FRET efficiencies (EA = 0.37 and 0.26, respectively)

were significantly different from those of their negative

controls (Figs 3 and 5). These data suggest that fluo-

rescent proteins inserted at the MA–CA junction were

available for FRET analyses of Gag–Gag as well as

Gag–GagPol and GagPol–GagPol interactions.

For comparison, we used Gag(p6/F) constructs with

fluorescent proteins at the Gag C terminus and Gag-

Pol(p6*/F/PR) with fluorescent proteins at the p6*–PR
junction. As structural studies have indicated that both

p6 and p6* are highly flexible [37,38], the addition/

Fig. 4. FRET assays for interactions of Gag and GagPol with mutations and virus particle production. (A) FRET efficiencies of Gag(MA/EGFP/

CA) and GagPol(MA/mSB/CA) containing mutations. HeLa cells were cotransfected with Gag(MA/EGFP/CA) plus GagPol(MA/mSB/CA)

molecular clone containing CA mutations (W184A and M185A) or a deletion of the CA CTD (DCA CTD), NC (DNC), or SL1 and 3 (DSL1,3) at

a DNA ratio of 1 : 1. A combination of Gag(MA/EGFP/CA) and soluble mSB was used as the negative control. WM > AA, W184A and

M185A. The FRET efficiencies of the donor Gag–acceptor GagPol pairs were statistically greater than that of the negative control (P < 0.01).

*Statistically significant (P < 0.01) compared with the wild-type Gag(MA/EGFP/CA)–GagPol(MA/mSB/CA) pair. Representative FRET images

are shown. (B) Virus particle production. HeLa cells were cotransfected with Gag(MA/EGFP/CA) and GagPol(MA/mSB/CA) molecular clones

at a DNA ratio of 10 : 1. The particle fractions purified from the cell culture supernatants were analyzed by western blotting using a

monoclonal antibody specific for HIV-1 p24CA.
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insertion of fluorescent proteins was not expected to

cause steric hindrance. The Gag(p6/F) and GagPol

(p6*/F/PR) constructs exhibited FRET efficiencies for

Gag–Gag (EA = 0.58) and Gag–GagPol (EA = 0.36)

that were equivalent or comparable to those for Gag

(MA/F/CA) and GagPol(MA/F/CA) constructs

(Figs 1 and 3). However, when the GagPol(p6*/F/PR)

constructs were used for GagPol–GagPol interactions,

the FRET efficiency was apparently lower than that

obtained for the GagPol(MA/F/CA) constructs

(Fig. 5). Some reports have shown that the p6*
domain suppresses PR activation and dimerization

[39,40], suggesting that the insertion just upstream of

PR is critical for GagPol dimerization.

Fluorescent proteins were also placed at the p2–NC

junction in this study. When the Gag(p2/F/NC) and

GagPol(p2/F/NC) constructs were used, the FRET

efficiencies for Gag–Gag and Gag–GagPol interac-

tions were significantly lower (EA = 0.06 and 0.17,

respectively) than those for the constructs with fluo-

rescent proteins at the MA–CA or the C-terminal p6

(0.58 and 0.36-0.37, respectively; Figs 1 and 3).

Because several Gag–Gag interaction sites are present

around the p2–NC junction (e.g., CA CTD, and NC)

[5,11,30–32], the insertion of the p2–NC junction

was most likely to severely impair Gag–Gag and

Gag–GagPol interactions. Together, our study indi-

cated that the insertion at the MA–CA junction had

the least deleterious effect on Gag–Gag and Gag–
GagPol interactions.

Gag–GagPol interaction

Deletion of the CA CTD in GagPol severely reduced

the FRET for Gag–GagPol interactions and GagPol

incorporation into HIV particles (Fig. 4). However,

the mutations W184A and M185A in CA helix 9

showed a mild or very faint reduction in the FRET

efficiency and GagPol incorporation into particles. As

one study has reported that the deletion of CA helix 9

in GagPol abolishes its particle incorporation [14], it is

possible that the entire CA helix 9, not specific amino

acids alone, was involved in Gag–GagPol interactions.

Alternatively, the formation of a half-interface of CA

helix 9 may have rescued the particle incorporation of

GagPol. Similarly, the deletion of NC in GagPol sig-

nificantly reduced FRET for Gag–GagPol interactions,

but did not impair GagPol incorporation into parti-

cles. Based on these findings, it is possible that Gag–
GagPol interactions occurred via Gag regions other

than the insertion site of the fluorescent protein, so

that GagPol was incorporated into particles.

Fig. 5. FRET assays for GagPol homodimerization with interdomain constructs. HeLa cells were cotransfected with GagPol(MA/F/CA),

GagPol(p6*/F/PR), or GagPol(PR/F/RT) molecular clone pair supplemented with authentic Gag-expressing construct (donor GagPol: acceptor

GagPol: Gag = 1 : 1 : 2). Combinations of GagPol(MA/EGFP/CA), GagPol(p6*/EGFP/PR), or GagPol(PR/F/RT) molecular clone and a plasmid

expressing mSB were used as negative controls. The FRET efficiencies were statistically greater than those of the corresponding negative

controls (P < 0.01). *Statistically significant (P < 0.01) as compared with the GagPol(MA/F/CA) pair. Representative FRET images are shown.
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Dimerization of GagPol precursors

We and others have previously reported FRET sys-

tems for GagPol dimerization with Gag/Pol-F con-

structs (F, a combination of CFP and YFP, or EGFP

and mSB), in which fluorescent proteins were placed at

the PR–RT junction [22,23,26]. In the present study,

we tested three interdomains in GagPol (the MA–CA,

p6*–PR, and PR–RT junctions) to insert fluorescent

proteins. Their FRET efficiencies were generally low

as compared with the FRET efficiencies for Gag

dimerization, but were as follows: MA–CA (EA =
0.26) > p6*–PR (EA = 0.19) > PR–RT (EA = 0.11).

Although the overall ternary structure of the GagPol

precursor has not been solved by crystallography,

many dimerization or oligomerization domains within

GagPol have been identified, including trimerization via

MA, hexamerization via the CA NTD, dimerization via

the CA CTD, PR and RT and tetramerization via IN

[4,5,7,16–18]. It is still not clear which domains play

major roles in GagPol dimerization, but it is possible

that steric hindrance caused by fluorescent protein inser-

tion may have weakened dimerization of the adjacent

N- and CTDs in the context of GagPol precursor. Based

on this hypothesis, our data may suggest that Pol inter-

domain insertions have more deleterious effects on Gag-

Pol dimerization than Gag interdomain insertions.
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